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Abstract
We study the problem of mapping the N nodes of
a complete t-ary tree on M memory modules so that
they can be accessed in parallel by templates, i.e. distinct sets of nodes. Typical templates for accessing trees
are subtrees, root-to-leaf paths, or levels which will be
referred to as elementary templates.
In this paper, we rst propose a new mapping algorithm for accessing both paths and subtrees of size M
with an optimal number of con icts (i.e., only one conict) when the number of memory modules is limited
to M . We also propose another mapping algorithm for
a composite template, say V (as versatile), such that
its size is not xed and an instance of V is composed
of any combination of c instances of elementary templates. The number of con icts for accessing an S -node
instance of template V is O pM Slog M + c and the
memory load is 1 + o(1) where load is de ned as the
ratio between the maximum and minimum number of
data items mapped onto each memory module.

1. Introduction
Let D be a data structure stored in a distributed
fashion (i.e., without replication) into M memory modules of a multiprocessor machine. The processors
read/write from/into the memory modules through a

shared bus or an interconnection network topology and
concurrently access di erent sets of nodes (called templates) of D. A con ict occurs if several processors
attempt to access the same memory module simultaneously to retrieve di erent nodes of the data structure.
We say that an instance of a template has k con icts
if at most k + 1 di erent processors try to access the
same memory module at the same time.
Given an application problem, let a parallel algorithm be such that access to D is according to given
templates. Since di erent processors are not allowed
to access the same memory module at the same step,
the time to access the template nodes is proportional
to the maximum number of con icts in any module.
Therefore, the overall performance of the parallel algorithm is a ected by the mapping procedure used to
store the data items of D onto the memory modules.
We study the problem of mapping the nodes of an
N-item data structure D onto M memory modules such
that they can be accessed in parallel according to templates, i.e. distinct sets of nodes. For xed M, this
problem can be viewed as a coloring problem where
the distribution of nodes into the memory modules is
done by coloring the nodes with a color from the set
f0; 1; 2; : ::; M , 1g. The size S of an instance of the
template will be given by the number of nodes in it.
Let T be the set of template types in the input data
structure D, let U be an algorithm/mappingfor a single
template type T^ 2 T or for the set T itself. We de ne
^ M) of the mapping U for template T^
the cost CU (T;

when the number of memorymodules is limited to M as
the maximum over all instances I of T^ of the number of
con icts achieved by U on I using M memory modules;
the cost of a mapping U for the set T of template types
when the number of memory modules is limited to M
will be de ned as
^ M)g
Cost(U, M) def
= max
fCU (T;
^
T 2T

For a mapping algorithm U, let max(U) and min(U)
be, respectively, the maximum and minimum number
of nodes mapped into the same memory module. We
de ne
(U) :
Load(U) def
= max
min(U)
A mapping U  for a set of templates T (or for a
single template thereof) is de ned as M -optimal if it
guarantees the minimum number of con icts for accessing T under the constraint that only M memory modules are available. That is, Cost(U , M) def
=
minU 2U Cost(U, M), where U stands for the set of all
mapping algorithms.
We call a mapping U for T con ict-free if there exists some value of M for which U avoids memory conicts, that is 9M : Cost(U; M) = 0. Clearly, among all
possible con ict-free mappings of a given data structure with respect to speci ed template types, the more
interesting ones are those that also minimize the number of memory modules necessary. Such mappings are
called optimal.
Straightforwardly, there are no con ict-free mappings using fewer than S memory modules for a template type of size S. More precisely, using M memory modules, any mapping algorithm results in at least
bS=M c con icts for each template instance (from the
given type) of size S. However, it is not true in general
that an S -optimal mapping for a template of size S is
a con ict-free mapping. In other words, not only the
template size S but also the overlapping of template instances in the data structure are crucial, as shown by
Das and Pinotti [5, 6], in the context of determining
the minimum number of memory modules necessary to
guarantee an optimal, con ict-free access.
To summarize, the following properties are desirable
for mapping a data structure into parallel memory systems.
(i) Eciency : the number of con icts for each instance of the considered template type(s), i.e., the
number of memory read/write operations should
be minimized.
(ii) Versatility : should allow ecient data access by
an algorithm that uses a set of template types at
once.

(iii) Memory Load Balance : the load (i.e., the number of data items stored) of each memory module
should be balanced.
(iv) Fast Memory Address Retrieval : algorithms for
retrieving the memory module where a given data
item is stored should be simple and fast.

1.1. Previous Work
The problem of con ict-free mapping and access to
two-dimensional array data structures have received
signi cant attention over the last decade, where the
templates of interest are rows, columns, diagonals,
and subarrays. For recent results on arrays, refer to
[3, 8, 15]. However, the problem becomes computationally hard when the data structure is an arbitrary
graph and templates to be accessed are subgraphs. In
fact, the con ict-free template access problem can be
reduced to a variant of hypergraph coloring problem
[8, 14]. Therefore, a natural way to deal with this
problem is to restrict ourselves to special or structured
graphs (e.g., trees and hypercubes) and simple templates that can be characterized elegantly.
As compared to arrays, mapping tree data structures in parallel memory systems has received more
attention only recently [4, 8, 9, 10, 17, 7]. Moreover,
the focus has been mostly on single template types such
as T-template (any complete subtree), P-template (any
root-to-leaf path) and L-template (all nodes on a level).
In the sequel, we refer to these templates as \elementary " as opposed to \composite " templates. We also
emphasize that all the elementary templates considered in the literature have xed sizes, either explicitly
(as in the M-node subtree for T-template [5]) or implicitly by limiting the height of the complete binary
tree (as in the P-template[10, 7]).
In particular, Das et al. [8, 9, 10, 5] have proposed several optimal algorithms for accessing complete binary trees according to tree/level/path templates. However, the mapping for T- and L-templates
are di erent from that of P-template. Auletta et al. [1]
recently described a mapping algorithm for accessing
an M-node subtree, M adjacent nodes in the same level
or M consecutive nodes of a root-to-leaf path
p such that
the number of con icts is given by O( M= log M).
This algorithm can be seen as a rst step toward a
\unifying" approach that maps an N-node complete
binary tree on M memory modules providing ecient
access to tree, path and level templates.
Das and Pinotti [5, 6] have also provided optimal
algorithms to access t-ary subtrees of a complete k-ary
tree, subcubes of a binary or generalized hypercube
and subtrees of a binomial tree. The main emphasis

of this work is to show that the overlapping of template instances (of a given type) in the data structure
play a signi cant role in obtaining optimal con ict-free
mappings.

1.2. New Results
This paper follows the route traced by [1, 5, 6] and
provide further improvements to mapping trees into
memory modules with respect to versatility of template
types. The goal is to have a universal mapping algorithm that allows ecient access to any set of nodes of
a tree structure.
Denoting the T-template and P-template of size M
by T(M) and P(M) respectively, our rst result, described in Section 2, is an M-optimal mapping, called
U(M; TP ), for both templates T (M) and P(M), leading to only 1 con ict. Due to the results in [1], the
number of con icts achieved by this algorithm is tight.
We obtain this result with the help of a new template type, called tree-path template or TP-template
for short, which captures the complexity of the conicts due to the overlapping of both the tree- and pathtemplates. This new template is also of interest on its
own.
Next the generality on templates is obtained by relaxing their sizes and shapes. In particular, we consider
a template type, call it V (as versatile ), whose instances
can have any size S and consist of any combination of
disjoint instances of elementary templates such as subtrees/paths/levels, the combination of which need not
be connected.
In fact, the versatile template V adequately models
the data access for the well-known range-query problem on a t-ary search tree such that an instance is composed of a path (from the root) attached to subtrees.
This template can also be used to model parallel access
to distinct templates from a set of processors since, by
de nition, instances of V can be obtained by composition of instances of elementary templates that need
not be connected.
Although the mapping U(M; T P ) yields O(S=M +c)
con icts for an S-node instance of the template V consisting of c disjoint instances of elementary templates,
it su ers from two drawbacks: the memory load is unbalanced and the data address retrieval is costly.
Therefore, we propose a new algorithm, described
in Section 3, for mapping complete t-ary trees with N
nodes onto M memory modules and obtain the following results:

 the number of con icts for accessing an Snode instance of template V consisting of c

disjoint
instances of elementary templates is

S
O pM log M + c ;

 the load ratio between the maximum and minimum number of data items mapped onto each
module is 1 + o(1),
 the time complexity for retrieving the module
where a given data item is stored is O(1) if a
preprocessing phase of space and time complexity
O(logN) is executed, or O(loglog N) if no preprocessing is allowed.

2. An Optimal Algorithm for Both Ttemplate and P-template
For complete binary trees, we propose an M-optimal
mapping algorithm for accessing two template types,
T(M) and P (M), and solve an open problem suggested
in [1]. Our algorithm allows the access to both subtrees
and paths of size M with only 1 con ict using M memory modules.
We say that a tree-con ict (resp. path-con ict) is
a con ict that occurs while accessing an instance of
a subtree (resp. path) template. It has been proved
in [1] that mapping algorithms that are
with
 optimal

M
regard to T (M) (resp. P (M)) have log M con icts
when data are accessed using the path (resp. subtree)
template. For the sake of completeness, let us state the
following lemma from [1].
Lemma 1 Given M colors, a complete binary tree B,
and an optimal algorithm U for T(M) (resp. P(M)),
there is at least one instance of P(M) (resp. T (M)) in
B with bM= log M c path-con icts (resp. tree-con icts).
Before proceeding further, let us de ne a few notations. Indicated by m = log(M + 1) the height of
T(M), for N > m, let TP(M; N) be the tree-path template, which consists of any two instances of T(M) and
P(N) such that the root of the T (M) instance is the
uppermost node of the P (N) instance. The size S of
the TP(M; N)-template is M + N , m.
For j  0 and 0  i  2j , 1, let (i; j) denote
the i-th node at level j of a complete binary tree. Let
the i-th block at level j be the set of 2m,1 consecutive
nodes fi2m,1 ;    ; (i+1)2m,1 , 1g. In other words, for
j  m, the i-th block at level j consist of the leaves of
the subtree of height m rooted at the node (i; j , m+1).
Given a complete binary tree B of height N, the
sets of colors Z = f0;    ; M + N , m , 1g and Z 0 =
fM;    ; M + N , m , 1g, let us color B using the
following algorithm for accessing TP-templates.

Procedure U(M + N , m; TP(M; N))-mapping;
Step 1. For 0  j  m , 1 and 0  i  2j , 1,
each node (i; j) in the uppermost m levels of B is
assigned to the memory module 2j , 1 + i.
Step 2. For m  j  N , 1, and 0  k  2j,m+1 ,
1, assign node (k2m,1 ; j) to the (j , m + 1)-th
memory module from the set Z 0 . That is, the
leftmost node in the k-th block at level j is colored
with the (j , m + 1)-th color in Z 0 .
Step 3. For 1  j  N , m and 0  i  2j , 1,
consider the uncolored nodes of the i-th block at
level j + m , 1 in left to right order, while the
nodes of the subtree of height m , 1 rooted at the

sibling of the node (i; j), in level by level order.
Observing that these two sets have the same size,
and that the above subtree is already colored, we
assign the k-th node of the i-th block to the same
memory module to which is assigned the k-th node
of the subtree.
In words, we color level by level the uppermost m levels of the complete binary subtree, B, with the colors
f0;    ; M , 1g and divide the nodes of level j  m
in blocks of size 2m,1 . Having assigned a new color to
the leftmost node of each block (Step 2), the remaining
nodes of the block are colored by reusing (Step 3) the
colors employed in the subtree of height m , 1, which
is rooted m , 1 levels above and at the sibling of the
node (i; j , m+1). Although it is immaterial the order
by which the colors of that subtree are assigned to the
block of nodes, we color the block from the second (the
leftmost node is already colored) through the rightmost
node using the colors in the same order as they appear
while visiting that subtree level by level.

Lemma 2 The U(M +N , m; T(M; N)-mapping procedure for a complete binary tree B of height N > m =
log(M + 1) accesses optimally TP-templates without
con icts.

Proof : Let us rst observe that any two nodes as-

signed to the same memory module (i.e., color) cannot
belong to the same T(M)-template instance since their
lowest common ancestor is at a distance of at least m+1
from one of them.
With respect to the paths, by construction, any
path starting from the root and of length m + 1 is
con ict-free. This forms the basis of an induction
proof. By inductive hypothesis, let us assume that any
path P(N , 1) of length N , 1 is con ict-free. While
coloring level N, one of the two nodes assigned the
same color belongs to the left subtree and the other to
the right subtree of their lowest common ancestor, and
therefore, there are no con icts.

Since the number of memory modules used is equal
to the template size, the procedure U(M + N ,
m; T(M; N))-mapping is optimal.
Let us now generalize the above procedure so as to
color complete binary trees of any height h. We consider a complete binary tree B of height h > N as a special 2N ,m -ary tree Gdh,m=N ,me , where m = log(M +
1). The nodes of G are complete binary tree of height
N in B. Recursively, the root of Gdh,m=N ,me consists
of the uppermost N levels of B, and a Gdh,m=N ,me,1
tree is rooted to each node at level N , m of B. The
specialty of G is that nodes of B at levels l, where
jN , jm  l  jN , jm + m and 1  j  d Nh,,mm e,
are considered to be the nodes of G at both levels j , 1
and j.
Finally, to color G, the procedure U(M + N ,
m; TP(M; N))-mapping is applied to the root of G using the colors in the set Z = f0;    ; M + N , m , 1g.
Then, for each child x of the root of G, de ne Z 0 as
the set of all the colors in Z that have not been already assigned to the uppermost m levels of node x
while coloring the parent of x. Hence, Steps 2 and 3 of
the procedure U(M + N , m; T(M; N))-mapping are
applied to color the uncolored nodes in x reusing the
colors in the set Z 0 . Proceeding this way, the tree G is
colored in a level-by-level order. (Note that the set Z 0
changes at each node of G.) Thus,

Lemma 3 The procedure U(M + N , m; T(M; N))mapping is an optimal mapping for any instance of the
tree-path template TP(M; N) in any complete binary
tree.

For N = M, this mapping can be applied to access c
disjoint instances of subtrees T (S) or paths P(S) with
O(S=M + c) con icts. However, since the mapping is
recursive in nature and the color of a node depends on
all previous node assignments, the retrieval process is
costly. Also, with regards to the memory load, we can
only claim that the number of occurrences of a given
color at most doubles at each level.
Hence, we restrict our attention on this mapping to obtain an optimal access for both T(M)and P(M)-template types. For this purpose, let
consider a complete binary tree colored by the
U(M; TP(bM=2c; dM=2e +m))-mapping, which allows
con ict-free accesses to TP (bM=2c; dM=2e + m) templates, using M memory modules. We obtain the following result.

Theorem 1 At most two nodes of any instances of
T(M) or P(M) template are assigned to the same
memory module, that is at most 1 con ict occurs.

Proof : Any path of length dM=2e + m and any
tree of size bM=2c are con ict-free. Also, any instance

of P(M) have at most 2 nodes assigned to the same
memory module. Now, for any instance I of T (M),
the uppermost m , 1 levels of I constitue an instance
of T (bM=2c) and are con ict-free. Whereas the level
m in I consists of two blocks in which we reuse all the
colors used in the levels 2; : : :m , 1 of I. Therefore, at
most 1 con ict occurs.
Recalling that by Lemma 1, no con ict-free mapping
exists for both T (M) and P(M) templates using M
memory modules, we conclude:

Corollary 1 If a complete binary tree of arbitrary
height is colored by the U(M; T P (bM=2c; dM=2e +m))-

mapping, both the T (M) and P (M) template types can
be accessed with only 1 con ict. Such a mapping is
M -optimal.

Finally, Lemma 1 can be generalized as follows to
t-ary trees.
Lemma 4 Given M colors, a t-ary tree, and an optimal algorithm U for t-ary tree templates of size M ,
(resp., for path templates of size M ) there is at least
one path of length M (resp., one tree of length M )
on the t-ary tree with bM= log M c path-con icts (resp.,
tree-con icts).

It can be shown that, using M memory modules, t ,
1 con icts occur while accessing both trees and paths of
size M in the t-ary tree. However, no kind of optimality
can be stated when t > 2.

3. The Algorithm Gen-Label-Tree
We propose in this section a new mapping algorithm Gen-Label-Tree for complete t-ary trees with
N nodes onto M memory modules such that the number of con icts for instances of template V consisting of c disjoint instances of elementary templates is
O pMSlog M + c ; where S is the size of the instance;
the algorithm has load 1 + o(1) and the time complexity for retrieving the module where a given data item
is stored is O(1) if a preprocessing phase of space and
time complexity O(logN) is executed, or O(log logN)
if no preprocessing is allowed.
V template can be a real step forward a more general
model for the following reasons.
(i). Templates not always have the same size: parallel
access to data structures is often done passing through
a cache. In literature, this aspect is not taken into account and then, implicitly, it is assumed that cache has

size M i.e. the number of available memory modules.
In this section we assume that the (implicitly de ned)
cache can have size S (not related to M) and therefore,
access can be done by asking more than one item per
module, even if optimal access can be done.
(ii). Previous papers have focussed on basic templates
(or elementary, as we call them) such as subtrees, level
and paths. Recently, in [5, 6] templates that can be
obtained through composition have been presented. In
this case, it is possible, for example, to de ne a template that is a composition of a path (from the root)
down to a given level (say to node x) and then, include
the nodes in that level starting from x.
We now propose a more general way of composing
templates. Our composition scheme covers several realistic applications such as the data access scheme for
the well-known range-query problem on a t-ary search
tree, where the template is composed by a path (from
the root) attached to subtrees.
We allow (as in [5, 6]) templates obtained by composition to be not connected and this models the following
scenario: assume that access to the data structure (i.e.
the t-ary complete tree) stored on a parallel memory
system is done by P processors but that the processors
belong to a SIMD/MIMD parallel machine where each
processor can be accessing a template of its own. Any
not connected template allows to model such a situation since no a priori structure can be seen by the
instance as a whole but it is just the e ect of a parallel
access by many processors to the same data structure.

3.1. The Algorithm
The idea of the algorithm is similar to [1], generalized in order to take into account the unlimited height
of the tree and the arity t of the tree.
Recall that S is the size of the template, N is the
size of the t-ary tree and M is the number of available
memory modules. We set m def
= blogt ((t , 1)M + 1)c
def
and n = blogt ((t , 1)N + 1)c and denote by M the
whole set of M colors.
Roughly speaking, the algorithm divides horizontally the t-ary tree B in blocks of m levels and color
the subtrees in each block with a path-optimal strategy
that uses a set of k colors, k to be speci ed later.
The algorithm divides the color set f0; : : :; M , 1g
in disjoint groups of k colors and assigns a color group
to each subtree in the blocks in such a way that groups
are reused as later as possible in the path.
More formally, we partition horizontally B into
dM=me blocks, named B0 ; B1 ; : : :; Bdn=me,1 . Each
block is composed by m levels, except the bottom one,
which may contain a smaller number of levels. So each

Bi consists of complete subtrees of height m whose root
is on the level i  m. We also call the j th subtree of block
Bi the subtree rooted at the j th node left-to-right on
level i  m.
Then, we divide the color set into p subsets,
G0; G1; :::; Gp,1 of k or k + 1 colors, k to be speci ed
later.
Now, B can be viewed as a complete tm -ary \macrotree" B of height H = dn=me, where every node (but
the last level) is a complete \micro" subtree of B of
height m as follows: B0 is the root of B, and for each
i = 1; : : :; H , 1 the j th node of level i in B corresponds
to the j th subtree of Bi . The Gen-Label-Tree algorithm (see below) uses a procedure called Macrolabeling to assign color groups to the macro-tree in
a path-optimal way and then calls procedure Microlabeling to color the nodes of each micro-tree by using a subset of colors of the color group previously assigned by Macro-labeling. The subset of used colors
in a color group is built by procedure Rotate so as to
guarantee that the colors of the group are equally used
to color the nodes of each level of the tree i.e. each
color is used almost the same number of times and the
distribution of nodes with the same color in the same
level is uniform. This is crucial, rst, to keep the load
low and, secondly, to bound the number of con icts in
subtree templates.
Gen-Label-tree(B; M)
1 let Bjbe theptm -ary macro-treekobtained from B

L = logt(d Mme(t , 1) + 1)
h = ttL,,11
` = h + tmt,,L1,1
p bM=`c
k bM=pc
divide M in G0; G1; : : :; Gp,1 subsets of k ....
..... or k + 1 colors
Macro-Labeling(B; fG0; G1; : : :; Gp,1; Mg)
label the subtree of the root of B with ...
...group(root), one di erent color per node
counter 0
for each node x  1 of B
do let X be the m-level subtree related to x
let ances be the ancestor of x on level 1
let v be the level of x in B
o set(x) bances=pc
Micro-Labeling(X; Rotate(group(x);
o set+ counter))
counter (counter + 1) mod (tm )v,1
In the sequel we describe the building blocks of the
algorithm.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

3.1.1 The Macro Labeling

In this section, we describe the Macro-labeling algorithm to color the macro-tree, i.e. the tm -ary tree B,
using as color set G = fG0; G1; : : :; Gp,1; Mg.
The algorithm colors macro-tree B level by level in
a path-optimal way: it assigns M to the root B0 and
assigns color Gi to all the nodes in levels j where i =
(j + 1) mod p.
Macro-Labeling(T; S)
1 group(root) sp
2 for each node i in level 1
3
do group(i) si mod p
4 for each node x in level > 1
5
do let sj be the color group of parent of x
6
group(x) s(j +1) mod p
It is trivial to see that the following holds.

Lemma 5 Algorithm

Macro-labeling color B in
such a way that on every descending simple path of
length S on macro-tree B there are at most S=p conicts.

3.1.2 Rotate procedure

In previous subsection, we showed that MacroLabeling assigns the same color group to all the subtrees in a block. Nodes of a subtree are colored using
a subset of the color group assigned to the corresponding macro-node. In order to guarantee that colors are
equally used, two subtrees (in the same block) using
the same subset of colors should be as far as possible.
This is done by the Rotate procedure.
Rotate(Gi ; o set)
1 G0 
2 let num be the number of colors in Gi
3 let G = fg0; : : :; gnum,1g
4 for j = 0 to num , 1
5
do insert gj0 = g(j+o set) mod num in G0
6 return G0
Lemma 6 Let G be the color group assigned to all the
nodes in block Bi for any i. Then two subtrees of Bi
colored with the same subset of colors of G are k = jGj
far apart.

3.1.3 Micro-tree labeling

The algorithm Micro-labeling takes as input a complete subtree S of height m = blogt ((t , 1)M + 1)c and
a color set F = ff0; : : :; f`,1g, where
m,L 1
` = h+ t t,,
1 ;

j

p

k

with L = logt (d Mme(t , 1) + 1) and h = ttL,,11 :
Micro-Labeling(S; F)
1 let F = ff0 ; : : :; f`,1g
2 h ttL,,11

3 for n = 0 to h , 1
4
dojcolor(n)
k
p fn
5 L logt (d Mme(t , 1) + 1)
6 for n = 0 to tmt,,L1,1 , 1
7
do let c be the index in F of n's color
8
for j = 1 to t
9
do cj nt + j
10
for j = 1 to t
11
do let i be the leftmost node within...
12
.... level L , 1 of cj -subtree
13
color(i) fc+h
14
Subtree-Label (j)

The algorithm assigns a distinct color to each of the
nodes of the L = logt (h(t , 1) + 1) top levels of S.
To color the remaining part of S the algorithm traverses the tree level by level starting from the root.
Each time a vertex n is visited, if level L , 1 of the
subtrees rooted at children of n exists, it proceeds to
color the nodes at this level. It is easy to verify that
such a level exists for the rst (tm,L , 1)=(t , 1) nodes
of S.
Let us de ne the x-subtree as the subtree rooted at
node x and let the i-th node of an x-subtree be the node
labelled with label i in the standard level by level, leftto-right visit of the x-subtree. Let c1; c2; : : :; ct be the
rst, second, .. ., last child of n, respectively. To color
the nodes at level L,1 of cj -subtree, the algorithm uses
a new color for the rst node to be colored (that is the
leftmost at level L , 1) and then calls the procedure
Subtree-Label that takes as input j.
This procedure assigns to remaining nodes on level
L , 1 of cj -subtree, from left to right, the color sequence
Seqj read by a level by level, left-to-right visit on c1subtree, : : :, cj ,1-subtree, cj +1 -subtree, : : :, ct -subtree.
We denote by Seqj (i) the ith element of Seqj . Since
every t-ary tree of height L , 1 has (tL,1 , 1)=(t , 1)
nodes, sequence Seqj contains tL,1 , 1 colors, that is
the number of remaining nodes to be colored at level
L , 1 of cj -subtree.
It is easy to see that the following lemma holds.

Lemma 7 For each subtree in a block labeled by
each level of the subtree of size b at most pM blog M

Micro-Labeling there are no path-con icts and for

level con icts.

3.2. Analysis

Theorem 2 Algorithm
plate V has

Gen-Label-Tree for tem



Cost(Gen-Label-Tree ) = O pM Slog M + c :
Proof sketch: We rst can prove that every Snode pinstance of an elementary template has at most
O(S= M log M) con icts. We can, in fact, generalize
the proofs in [1] along the following guidelines:
Level template:pby Lemmas 6 and 7, the number of
con icts is  2S= M logM.
Path template: by Lemma 7 there are no path conicts in the micro-tree, therefore, since color groups are
disjoint, we need to count only the path con icts on the
macro-tree. By Lemma 5 a simple descending path of
length S=m (in the macro-tree) has at most S=(mp)
path-con ict and therefore a path of length S on the
tree has at most S=p = pMSlog M path-con icts.
Subtree template: if S  M then the result follows
from [1]. If S > M, the instance spans more blocks: we
bound the con icts on each level of the tree and add up
all the terms to get the result. By Lemma 7, in every
in a level . Since
pM log
level a color is used at most # nodes
M
the maximum cardinality of a level is (S(t , 1) + 1)=t
(the number of leaves on the last level) we have at most
S(t
p , 1) + 1 p S
t M logM  M log M
con icts on a level. Now, by adding up the power series
upward the tree, the total number of con icts is at most
S .
pM2log
M
What we are left with, is to upper bound the number of con icts for a template composed by c disjoint
instances
P of elementary templates of size S1 ; S2; : : :; Sc ,
where ci=1 Si = S: The idea is that eachelementary
template has (by previous results) at most pM2Slogi M
con icts. Summing
up all the elementary templates we

Pc
S
have: i=1 pM2Slogi M  pM2log
M + c.

Theorem 3 Algorithm Gen-Label-Tree for template V has load 1 + o(1) and the the time complexity for retrieving the module where a given data item
is stored is O(1) if a preprocessing phase of space and
time complexity O(log N) is executed, or O(log log N)
if no preprocessing is allowed.

The proof of the theorem (omitted because of space
limitation) is quite technical and can be easily obtained
by generalizing a similar proof in [1].

Range query templates. As an example of the applications of V we can sketch the proof that by using
Gen-Label-Tree
 to access range-query
 it is possible

template with O pM Slog M con icts.
In fact, in this case, the template is a path plus as
many complete subtrees as the height of the path. Notice that the topmost complete subtree is the largest
and that the height of the complete subtrees decreases
by one as we go down the path. Then, the number
of nodes in the complete subtrees is at most twice the
number of nodes in the topmost complete subtree (geometric series). Thus the length of the path is logarithmic in the number of nodes and therefore, the number
of elementary pieces is logarithmic in the number of
nodes S as well.
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